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Abstract
In this paper we want to point out some issues arising when a natural language processing task involves several languages (like multi-
lingual, multidocument summarization and the machine translation aspects involved) which are often neglected. These issues are of a
more cultural nature, and may even come into play when several documents in a single language are involved. We pay special attention
to those aspects dealing with thespatiotemporalcharacteristics of a text.
Correct automatic selection of (parts of) texts such as handling the same eventuality, presupposes spatiotemporal disambiguation at a
rather specific level. The same holds for the analysis of the query. For generation and translation purposes, spatiotemporal aspects may
be relevant as well. At the moment English (both the British and American variants) and Dutch (the Flemish and Dutch variant) are
covered, all taking into account the perspective of a contemporary, Flemish user. In our approach the cultural aspects associated with for
example the language of publication and the language used by the user play a crucial role.

1. Introduction
When a journalist adapts a news item for a Flemish1 news-
paper from an American source, she has to do more than a
proper translation. Dates every American citizen is famil-
iar with, like Halloween may be unknown to people in
Flanders. The same holds for place names, such asDover :
what is its location? The journalist has tolocalizethe text.
Cultural localization is also necessary when adapting news
from a local to a national newspaper, using the Gricean
maxims, as the intended audience changes (Schuurman,
2007b). Unwittingly, a journalist will use the Gricean max-
ims even when writing a news item for a specific newspaper
as it determines for example the desired level of details.
The notionChristmas , without further specification, in
documentA does not necessarily refer to the same date(s)
as the notionChristmas in documentB. This is also true
for unspecified references toDover .
When automatically analyzing texts, non-lingual factors
should not be factored out. Such factors can be related to
location, period, religion, observance, tradition.
How can we achieve this forspatiotemporal phenomena?
In the AMASS++ project, on which we focus in this paper
and which deals with multi-document, multilingual sum-
marization, we use the same approach as in the SoNar core
corpus (Schuurman et al., 2010), which consists of one mil-
lion words of texts with manually corrected syntactic and
semantic (coreference resolution, named entity recognition,
semantic role labeling) annotations.
In AMASS++ however we work with plain text which is
often just tokenized and part-of-speech tagged. For English
texts, this is possibly extended with named entity recogni-
tion and semantic roles. Contrary to SONaR, however, the
annotations are not manually corrected.
In section 2. we describe the role of spatiotemporal char-
acteristics in an application like AMASS++. Section 3. de-
scribes the general architecture of such a system. Section 4.
focuses on the multicultural aspect of the STex annotation
scheme and section 5. draws some conclusions.

1Flanders is the Dutch speaking region of Belgium

2. The role of spatiotemporal characteristics
in multi-document, multilingual

summarization
Multimedia and multilingual archives increasingly become
an important source of information for governments, com-
panies and citizens. There is a large need for effective and
efficient tools for information retrieval. An automated syn-
thesis of the information across media and languages is here
of primordial importance.
The main objectives of the AMASS++ project are:

• the alignment of equivalent content across documents,
media2 and languages

• the generation of structured cross-media and cross-
lingual summaries

As a test case we use news archives of Dutch (Flemish)-
speaking and English-speaking broadcasters.
In this paper we give a general description of the role of
spatiotemporal characteristics in section 2.1. and present an
example in section 2.2.

2.1. Description

No matter what architecture is chosen for multi-document
summarization, spatiotemporal characteristics may play an
important role in

• the alignment of documents,

• the analysis of the query,

• the search for content,

• the generation of the summary, especially the ordering
of elements, and

• the translation proces,

2These multimedia aspects will be left aside in this paper.
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Process Task

Monolingual Alignment - explicitation of information
- linking of information (equivalent information)

Crosslingual Alignment - linking of information (translational equivalents)

Query - analysis
- translation

Search - inference procedures
- reasoning

Summarization I - filtering
- ordering

Machine Translation - translational equivalents (esp. tense & aspect)
Summarization II - filtering

- ordering

Table 1: Use of spatiotemporal analysis

Table 1 shows the tasks and processes in which spatiotem-
poral analysis is used.

Figure 1 shows the alignment process: all documents are
preprocessed for content-alignment per language, like NL
(Dutch), EN (English). Ideally, the documents undergo the
following preprocessing steps:

• part-of-speech tagging and lemmatization,

• topic identification,

• coreference resolution,

• named entity recognition,

• semantic role detection, and

• spatiotemporal analysis.

The annotations resulting from these preprocessing steps
are used as features in monolingual content alignment.
Parts of the documents (in the same document or in dif-
ferent documents) may be explicitly marked as containing
equivalent content (cf. the ellipses in the middle of fig-
ure 1), although, thus far this only represents content in the
same language.
Using, among other things, the cross-lingual identifiers in
the different Wordnets (Vossen, 1998) and the language-
independent spatiotemporal and named entity values, con-
tent is aligned between documents in different languages as
well (bottom of figure 1).

The input for summarization consists of one or more
content-aligned documents, possibly in a mix of several
languages. The output of the system is a summary (prefer-
ably query-focused), in a language chosen by the user.
We sketch the different possibile architectures with respect
to where MT is introduced in the processing chain in sec-
tion 3.
In the AMASS++ project we do not dispose of all the men-
tioned annotation layers, and the same kind of information
is not available for both languages involved: Dutch and En-
glish.

Although part of the material will be parsed, i.e. that part
that will be translated automatically (see section 3.), most
of the documents in an archive or another large collection
of texts are just available in the original language and do not
contain any annotation layers. Cheap and fast annotations,
such as part-of-speech tagging can be applied, but parsing
is computationally too heavy.

2.2. An Example Scenario

In this section we show by an example which role spa-
tiotemporal characteristics can play in document analysis
for multi-document summarization.

Example Scenario:

• suppose several bombs exploded inDover
(UK) in January 2008

• a journalist wants to consult the archive to
detect whether there have been riots and
other disturbancesin Dover and its broader
environsoverthe last two decades

• she also wants the background of the orga-
nizations involved in these cases

• she wants the relevant data in a chronologi-
cal order

Such a query can only be answered when the documents
in the archive are annotated with geospatial and temporal
features. In this case, onlyDover in the United Kingdom,
in the county ofKent, will be of interest. Even when we are
not able to tell exactly which town and villages belong to
thebroader environs(a vague notion as such), we are able
to tell which places definitely do not. Therefore, rows in
Chestnut Knollor Little Creek(both in theUS) are not of
interest. Neither is a bomb nearDover CastleonChristmas
Eve 1914, whereas the fact that onSeptember 22nd, 1989
eleven military bandsmen inDoverwere killed by the IRA
might be.
When the query is analyzed,Dover is recognized as a
geospatial expression referring to the town ofDover, in
Kent, UKwith the following tag:
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Figure 1: The alignment process

<geo type="place"
id="55039"
value="EU::GB::EN::Kent::Dover::Dover"
coord="51.1295,1.3089"/>

The system needs to look for mentions ofDover in the
archive, also using other spellings, alternative names, etc.
Taking the tag ofDover, Kent(cf. above) into account, the
correctDovercan be found in the documents. Finding hits
for incidents in the unnamed surroundings of theBritish
Dovercan be done by taking into account those places that
are in the same county (reflected in thegeo -tags assigned)
and/or have coordinates which indicate closeness.

3. Architecture
In multilingual multidocument summarization, there are
several different architectural options. Figure 2 shows the
different options as to where to insert machine translation
in the full processing chain. Note that allXλ, Y λ, Zλ may

have undergone some monolingual preprocessing steps,
like the ones mentioned in section 2.1.
Approach A (MT of complete archive) is followed in the
DUC task on multilingual summarization, see for example
Evans et al. (2005). Such a translation of large amounts of
documents is very expensive, while the summarization pro-
cess is carried out on not always correct translations. Note
that in our project, in which the user decides in which lan-
guage she wants the summary, this may implicate a second
translation in case she opts for a summary in another lan-
guage than that used for the initial translation. The same
holds for the approaches B and C, although the cost of
translation is smaller.
When the translation is done at a much later stage (approach
D), the initial, larger summarization task is done on docu-
ments in the original languages (which may lead to better
summaries), but in this case a second summarization step is
necessary after translation of the first versions in the desired
language: two-stage summarization.
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Figure 3: The spatiotemporal continuum

Translation at a later stage in the process is advocated in
a.o. Lenci et al. (2002).
We select architecture D as it is the least costly and requires
the least text to be translated. As MT can lead to ungram-
matical output (which is less the case for summarization
output) opting for MT as late in the processing chain as
possible would keep the proliferation of errors due to the
concatenation of several imperfect processing steps under
control. It is this scenario that is described in table 1.

The machine translation engine we use for these purposes
is a Parse and Corpus-based Machine Translation engine
(called PaCo-MT) (Vandeghinste and Martens, 2010). It
is an example-based translation engine with the architec-
ture of a transfer rule-based MT system. The MT engine
uses monolingual parsers to parse the source language sen-
tences. Transfer rules are induced from a large parallel tree-
bank (Tiedemann and Kotzé, 2009) and convert the source
language tree into a target language tree, from which an
output sentence is generated (Vandeghinste, 2009).
Of course, those parts of the text collection that are parsed
in the context of the MT-job, will be saved as such. Over
time spatial temporal analysis will be able to take parsed in-
put into account as well, for example with respect to search
for content and alignment of documents.

4. STEx and multiculturality
Geospatial and temporal analysis are often performed sepa-
rately (Mani and others, 2008; Pustejovsky and Moszkow-
icz, 2008; TimeML Working Group, 2010), and in summa-
rization usually only temporal analysis is used. As far as
we are aware, cultural issues are not yet taken into account.
In STEx, (Schuurman, 2007a; Schuurman, 2007b;
Schuurman, 2008), integrated spatiotemporal analy-
sis is at the heart of the matter to analyze ex-
pressions like 10:15 AM, summer, Christmas,
Thanksgiving, Dover, Czechoslovakia in a
detailed way. Note that without mentioning the time zone
(or the location in order to infer the time zone) an expres-
sion like 10:15 AM is not informative enough for multi-
document applications as it allows several interpretations.
The same holds for expressions likesummer: does it in-
clude the month ofMay? Geospatial information should

also be as specific as possible: when in one document in
May 2006a girl was murdered inHeverlee , and in an-
other document in that same month a girl was murdered in
Leuven , the system should be able to determine whether
these two documents are talking about the same event: are
these alternative names, is the one part of the other,. . .
Therefore, the annotation needs to be as explicit as pos-
sible.
Combined spatiotemporal knowledge is needed to deter-
mine when and where expressions like those in figure 3 are
located on a time axis or a map.
From a methodological point of view, linking the
(geo)spatial and temporal approaches in STEx is quite ob-
vious, as both approaches are similar (cf. Table 2).

temporal geospatial
time of perspective place of perspective

time of location place of location
time of eventuality place of eventuality

duration distance
shift of perspective shift of perspective

relations relations

Table 2: Similar approaches

If there are several candidates when a specific spatiotempo-
ral unit is analyzed,3 STEx will select the one the intended
audience, respectively the present-day user is expected to
select, based on cultural properties: in Russia,Christmas
will not be celebrated on the25th of December, but13 days
later. For people in FlandersDover will refer to the town
in theUK, whereas many people in theUSwill not know of
this British Dover, and instead associate the name with the
capital ofDelaware. Even the months associated with the
very familiar notionsummerare not the same all over the
world (northern vs. southern hemisphere).
In STEx a large database containing spatiotemporal and
(associated) cultural information is used to disambiguate
such concepts.
The influences heaped together underculturein figure 3 can
be found in many fields:

• tradition (Christian, Jewish, . . . ),

• geographical background,

• upbringing,

• social background,

• . . . .

As can be seen there are little temporal phenomena that can
be interpreted without spatial knowledge, or, to put it dif-
ferently, that do not contain (geo)spatial information. The
same holds, albeit to a lesser extent, for (geo)spatial phe-
nomena.4 Czechoslovakiais a relevant example, as this

3Assuming that the context does not contain any indications
for disambiguation.

4This may be due to the fact that we ignore the development
of, say, a country over the years. For example: the current shape
of the Netherlands is not identical to that of the country in the
beginning of the 20th century, but we will abstract away from this.
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PREPROCESSING

A MT of complete archive

XN → MT → XE ↘ Xλ, Y λ, Zλ = Dataset in languageλ

Y F → MT → Y E → MA + CA → AE(XE ,YE ,ZE ) λ = N for Dutch, E for English, F for French
ZE → → → ZE ↗ MT = Machine Translation

MA = Monolingual content alignment
CA = Crosslingual content alignment

B MT of aligned fragments

XN → MA → AN(XN ) → MT → AE(XN ) ↘ Aλ(X) = Alignment in languageλ of data X

Y F → MA → AF(YF ) → MT → AE(YF ) → CA → AE(XN ,YF ,ZE ) Sλ(X) = Summary in languageλ of data X

ZE → MA → AE(ZE ) → → → AE(ZE ) ↗ Hλ = Hits in languageλ
Qλ = Query in languageλ

C D No MT in preprocessing

XN → MA → AN(XN ) ↘ ↗ AN(AN(XN ),AF(YF ),AE(ZE ))

Y F → MA → AF(YF ) → CA → AF(AN(XN ),AF(YF ),AE(ZE ))

ZE → MA → AE(ZE ) ↗ ↘ AE(AN(XN ),AF(YF ),AE(ZE ))

REAL TIME PROCESSING

A B MT of summaries

QE → SRCH → HE → SUM → SE(HE ) → MT → SN(HE )

C MT after selection of content

↗ QF → SRCH → HF → MT → HN(HF ) ↘
QE → MT → QN → SRCH → HN → → → HN → SUM → SN(HN(HF ),HN ,HN(HE ))

QE → → → QE → SRCH → HE → MT → HN(HE ) ↗

D Two-stage summarization

↗ QF → SRCH → HF → SUM → SF(HF ) → MT → SN(SF(HF ))
↘

QE → MT → QN → SRCH → HN → SUM → SN(HN ) → → SN(HN ) → SUM → SN(SN(SF(HF ))
,SN(HN ),SN(SE(HE ))

)

QE → → → QE → SRCH → HE → SUM → SE(HE ) → MT → SN(SE(HE ))
↗

Figure 2: Some architectures for multilingual summarization

country does not exist anymore. As in STEx everything is
mapped onto a contemporary map,Czechoslovakiais said
to exist spatially of the currentCzech Republicand Slo-
vakia. A geospatial element likeCzechoslovakiatherefore
gets a combined spatiotemporal tag:

<geo id="52467"
type="country"
val="EU::CS">

<parts>
<geo type="country"

val="EU::CZ"/>
<geo type="country"

val="EU::SK"/>
</parts>
<temp type="cal"

val="1918/1990"/>
</geo>

An expressions like9/11also has become an event instead
of just a date and is associated with temporal and geospa-
tial information. The temporal interpretation of expressions
like Thanksgiving, Mother’s dayandsummerdepends on
the country involved, sometimes even on the part of the
country. Moederdag[EN: Mother’s day], for example is

celebrated in theprovince of Antwerpon August 15, while
the default value inBelgiumis thesecond Sunday in May:
For Antwerp this results in the following tag:

<temp id="89762"
type="cal"
val="XXXX-08-15">

<geo type="province"
val="EU::BE::VL::Antwerpen"/>

</temp>

The default value for Belgium:

<temp id="89763"
type="cal"
val="XXXX-05-D07&8..14">

<geo type="country"
val="EU::BE"/>

</temp>

Our database contains several entries forMoederdag.
Which one applies when no date is specified is a matter
of culture.

When a specific event nowadays is celebrated on another
date than in the past, which is for instance the case with the
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DutchKoninginnedag[EN: Queen’s Day] this can be stated
as follows.
Before 1948:

<temp id="90452"
type="cal"
val="XXXX-08-31">

<temp type="cal"
val="1898/1948"/>

<geo type="country"
val="EU::NL"/>

</temp>

Since 1949:

<temp id="90451"
type="cal"
val="XXXX-04-30">

<geo type="country"
val="EU::NL"/>

</temp>

In a 1930’s Dutch newspaper, an unspecified use of
Koninginnedagneeds to be associated with entry 90452,
while in a recent one it should be entry 90451.

These examples show that both geospatial and temporal ex-
pressions may be easily misinterpreted by humans and ma-
chines when they are not disambiguated thoroughly.

5. Conclusions
We described the importance of a detailed spatiotemporal
analysis for AMASS++, emphasizing to take cultural fac-
tors into account. STEx uses an integrated, spatiotemporal
annotation system, which makes ample use of such cultural
information. The annotation reflects common knowledge
the intended audience of the original documents and the
user of the application are assumed to have. Our annota-
tion is rather explicit and detailed. In this respect it devi-
ates from TimeML (TimeML Working Group, 2010), resp.
SpatialML (Mani and others, 2008). In the first, expres-
sions likesummerandChristmasare marked as temporal,
without linking them to a time axis.5 We consider this a
serious drawback. The same holds for SpatialML, in which
Dovercould be recognized as a populated place in the UK,6

but not that the UK is in Europe, or that Dover is in the
county of Kent. For example for content alignment accross
documents our system shows more potential. To us, it is
certainly worth the efforts of building the STEx database,
an ongoing effort.
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